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Model train manufacturers have done a great job of recreating life size trains as realistic mo
Germany is where it all began when Marklin introduced their full line of model trains back in

Then, in 1901, Joshua Cowen entered the market with Lionel trains. Lionel would soon come to d
Of course there were other companies that came on board with their own lines of model trains.
Because model trains are so interactive they are a great choice for children and adults. Even

Lionel was quick to recognize the importance of starting train collectors at a young age and t

There are several different scales of model trains to choose from to fit your space, budget, a

1. Z Scale is a 1:220 ratio. It is tiny and highly detailed, and is an excellent choice if you

2. N Scale is a 1:160 ratio. It is the second smallest scale available and it´s a great choice

3. HO Scale is a 1:87 ratio. It is probably the most popular scale of model train. There is an

4. S Scale is a 1:64 ratio. It is larger than the HO and is popular among those with plenty of

5. O Scale is a 1:48 ratio. It is a popular choice for young children because they are able to

6. G Scale is a 1:22.5 ratio. It is the perfect choice for the garden set up. Bachmann, L.G.B,

To put together your model train you will need at least one engine along with some train cars.
You´ll also need a transformer to provide the electricity to your train. Then all that´s left
If you are looking for a fun and rewarding hobby, why not discover the magic of model trains?
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